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smile 2 directed by parker finn with rosemarie dewitt kyle gallner naomi scott lukas
gage about to embark on a world tour global pop sensation skye riley begins
experiencing increasingly terrifying and inexplicable events watch the new teaser
trailer for smile2 only in theatres october 18 smilemovie about to embark on a new
world tour global pop sensation skye riley naomi scott begins experiencing say
cheese paramount has unveiled its first trailer for smile 2 the follow up to the
2022 breakout horror hit in the sequel out oct 18 a pop star naomi scott is driven
mad by an smile 2 will be out in october 2024 find out who is in the cast how the
first movie ended and more smile 2 the sequel to the breakout horror film has been
confirmed by paramount and is set to have a theatrical release the release date for
smile 2 is october 18 2024 approximately two years after the release of the original
film the sequel will follow a new protagonist while also exploring the origins of
the smile entity the sequel sees kyle gallner return as joel alongside cast
newcomers naomi scott lukas gage and rosemarie dewitt something really crazy is
happening to me scott says in the trailer i thankfully the first trailer for smile 2
the series big budget sequel is here to make good on the original s marketing stunt
smile relied mostly on intimate small scale scares and the when it grinned its way
onto the big screen in 2022 parker finn s original horror smile became an instant
hit making big money at the box office kicking off a spooky new saga and june 18
2024 7 24am paramount on tuesday debuted the first trailer for smile 2 parker finn s
follow up to his surprise 2022 horror hit smile which follows a new set of
characters within the smile 2 also starring kyle gallner raúl castillo and rosemarie
dewitt is in theaters on oct 18 watch the first trailer above watch white lotus star
lukas gage twist his face into a smile left a mark on viewers after it ended in a
blaze of trauma in 2022 and we haven t seen the last of the curse smile 2 is set to
come out in late 2024 and features new cast members one here s what you need to know
about the upcoming horror sequel smile 2 starring naomi scott as a pop star who
inherits the unfortunate grinning curse now the first plot details for smile 2
reveal a massive new story that immediately raises the stakes the exciting details
regarding smile 2 were shared at cinemacon smile 2 is coming in 2024 and we have
packed this feature with everything that you need to know about the upcoming horror
movie sequel the trailer for smile 2 unveils terrifying and inexplicable events for
skye riley played by naomi scott as she faces her dark past lukas gage expresses
excitement over the sequel promising naomi scott rosemarie dewitt kyle gallner lukas
gage and more star in smile 2 a sequel to the 2022 horror film in theaters oct 18
the smile 2 cinemacon footage concluded with naomi scott s character being
approached by a little girl thinking that the child is a fan she compliments her
shirt and asks if she paramount pictures smile 2 receives its first teaser trailer
featuring naomi scott as she channels her inner lady gaga to portray a popstar the
smile 2 trailer at cinemacon reveals naomi scott s role as a pop star with a curse
passed onto her by lukas gage the sequel expands the horror universe using pop
stardom to intensify the deadly curse s impact smile 2 is expected to hit theaters
on october 18 2024 smile 2 is a sequel to the 2022 psychological supernatural horror
film smile written and directed by parker finn who also wrote and directed the
sequel scott plays skye riley a global pop



smile 2 2024 imdb May 22 2024 smile 2 directed by parker finn with rosemarie dewitt
kyle gallner naomi scott lukas gage about to embark on a world tour global pop
sensation skye riley begins experiencing increasingly terrifying and inexplicable
events
smile 2 official teaser trailer 2024 movie naomi scott Apr 21 2024 watch the new
teaser trailer for smile2 only in theatres october 18 smilemovie about to embark on
a new world tour global pop sensation skye riley naomi scott begins experiencing
smile 2 trailer evil curse haunts pop star in paramount Mar 20 2024 say cheese
paramount has unveiled its first trailer for smile 2 the follow up to the 2022
breakout horror hit in the sequel out oct 18 a pop star naomi scott is driven mad by
an
smile 2 release date cast storyline parade Feb 19 2024 smile 2 will be out in
october 2024 find out who is in the cast how the first movie ended and more
smile 2 release date cast story trailer everything we know Jan 18 2024 smile 2 the
sequel to the breakout horror film has been confirmed by paramount and is set to
have a theatrical release the release date for smile 2 is october 18 2024
approximately two years after the release of the original film the sequel will
follow a new protagonist while also exploring the origins of the smile entity
smile 2 trailer naomi scott lukas gage star in sequel movie Dec 17 2023 the sequel
sees kyle gallner return as joel alongside cast newcomers naomi scott lukas gage and
rosemarie dewitt something really crazy is happening to me scott says in the trailer
i
smile 2 s first trailer makes good on the original s viral Nov 16 2023 thankfully
the first trailer for smile 2 the series big budget sequel is here to make good on
the original s marketing stunt smile relied mostly on intimate small scale scares
and the
smile 2 trailer happy faces haunt naomi scott s pop star in Oct 15 2023 when it
grinned its way onto the big screen in 2022 parker finn s original horror smile
became an instant hit making big money at the box office kicking off a spooky new
saga and
smile 2 trailer sees naomi scott s pop star menaced by Sep 14 2023 june 18 2024 7
24am paramount on tuesday debuted the first trailer for smile 2 parker finn s follow
up to his surprise 2022 horror hit smile which follows a new set of characters
within the
lukas gage twists face into disturbing grin in smile 2 trailer Aug 13 2023 smile 2
also starring kyle gallner raúl castillo and rosemarie dewitt is in theaters on oct
18 watch the first trailer above watch white lotus star lukas gage twist his face
into a
smile 2 everything we know about the horror sequel Jul 12 2023 smile left a mark on
viewers after it ended in a blaze of trauma in 2022 and we haven t seen the last of
the curse smile 2 is set to come out in late 2024 and features new cast members one
smile 2 what you need to know about the grin inducing Jun 11 2023 here s what you
need to know about the upcoming horror sequel smile 2 starring naomi scott as a pop
star who inherits the unfortunate grinning curse
smile 2 plot details revealed in terrifying footage description May 10 2023 now the
first plot details for smile 2 reveal a massive new story that immediately raises
the stakes the exciting details regarding smile 2 were shared at cinemacon
smile 2 release date cast and everything else we know Apr 09 2023 smile 2 is coming
in 2024 and we have packed this feature with everything that you need to know about
the upcoming horror movie sequel
say cheese for smile 2 s disturbing trailer star shares Mar 08 2023 the trailer for
smile 2 unveils terrifying and inexplicable events for skye riley played by naomi
scott as she faces her dark past lukas gage expresses excitement over the sequel
promising
smile 2 trailer naomi scott is a pop star facing grinning Feb 07 2023 naomi scott
rosemarie dewitt kyle gallner lukas gage and more star in smile 2 a sequel to the



2022 horror film in theaters oct 18
smile 2 cinemacon footage just revealed a lot of new details Jan 06 2023 the smile 2
cinemacon footage concluded with naomi scott s character being approached by a
little girl thinking that the child is a fan she compliments her shirt and asks if
she
smile 2 teaser unveils first look at naomi scott as a msn Dec 05 2022 paramount
pictures smile 2 receives its first teaser trailer featuring naomi scott as she
channels her inner lady gaga to portray a popstar
smile 2 trailer the curse infects a pop star s fans in Nov 04 2022 the smile 2
trailer at cinemacon reveals naomi scott s role as a pop star with a curse passed
onto her by lukas gage the sequel expands the horror universe using pop stardom to
intensify the deadly curse s impact smile 2 is expected to hit theaters on october
18 2024
watch smile 2 gets teaser new song by star naomi scott Oct 03 2022 smile 2 is a
sequel to the 2022 psychological supernatural horror film smile written and directed
by parker finn who also wrote and directed the sequel scott plays skye riley a
global pop
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